
                                                                                                  

 

1. Vous l’aurez évidemment reconnu, il s’agit d’Un coup de dés jamais n’abolira le hasard, Stéphane Mallarmé, page 25, 
premier tirage Juillet 1914.  
2. L’usage de la parole, Ich Sterbe, Nathalie Sarraute, page 16, Folio, Janvier 1983. 
3. Passport, Carl André, ca. 1960-1963, typewriting on paper, 10 7/8 x 8 5/16 inches, 28 pages. 
4. Me Sowiendra, Camila Oliveira Fairclough, 2010, scrubbing on paper, 20 x 28 cm, unique.  
 
 
// 
 
Each thought produces a roll of the dice. (5) De facto, it can be expressed by a series of figures, by an isolated set-up of a 
code, a system or a rough arithmetical progression. In this way, we may see the fantasized desire of the hypothetical and 
infinite dismantling of blind chance. Let’s admit those dice could have letters and figures. This fugue of signs could easily 
become the perfect tool in order to deliberately construct sentences, deconstruct, reconstruct them or even say those sentences 
either in a comprehensible or incompressible way. A phonology at the right place or not: “For years, months, days and 
forever, it has been here, my inseparable back… then suddenly, with two words only, in an awful wrench, I turn over… and as 
you can see, my back has become my front. I am what i should have been. Everything is finally back in order: Ich Sterbe". (6)  
 
From here to there, writing can be heard and met in several types, promises or sorts. It can be regular, on the reverse side or 
short handed in order to transpose or transform a simple exchange between two protagonists now kept apart. It suddenly looks 
like a series of Carl Andre’s letters, like his poetic passports, long poems full of mistakes. (7) Say goodbye to the automatic 
writing and other thinking intuitions like modern tools could provide. Give way to hand-written manuscripts with a 
nonetheless attractive program. Add some hands full of advices to refer to the pieces of work, those hands in elegant gloves 
that can lead a conversation completely by chance, that can lean against the walls and behave like a new caption with adjacent 
thoughts. A real character study for those members now fully fledged real characters… Ghost suffused with a territory 
defining their own histories within History and the will to pronounce and dramatize a dialogue. This urge for speech shows a 
potential communication, or a discreet appearance of an insoluble rebus like Coca-Cola, Chinese Cup & Genealogy of 
Morality making a spectacle of themselves.  
 
So, what do we see (we, the children of Karl Marx & Coca-Cola)? A new cold wave according to the simple pleasure of 
linking the reading of Nietzsche to the taste of sweet bubbles Made in USA in an exotic facsimile? Could it be the birth of a 
new algorithm made of sound, playing with the way we think about speech, our need of understanding and then letting show 
that if it comes in time, me sowiendra. (8) 
 
_ 
 
5. You’ll obsviously recognized :“Un coup de dés jamais n’abolira le hasard“, Stéphane Mallarmé, page 25, first edition, July 
1914. 
6. L’usage de la parole, Ich Sterbe, Nathalie Sarraute, page 16, Folio, Janvier 1983. 
7. Passport, Carl André, ca. 1960-1963, typewriting on paper, 10 7/8 x 8 5/16 inches, 28 pages. 
8. Me Sowiendra, Camila Oliveira Fairclough, 2010, scrubbing on paper, 20 x 28 cm, unique. 
 
translated by Aude Chagnon Caumet 
 

	  


